57 ACLAND ST, ST KILDA

Classic meets contemporary
A superlative renovation has transformed this home to a modern dream, writes Natasha Perera
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his unique terrace home has
plenty of character to match its
popular location well-known for
its urban-village atmosphere.
It has also set a benchmark for luxe
design along Acland St in St Kilda,
offering a rare chance to secure a
sizeable home with every modern
luxury imaginable — even a relaxed
outdoor area with an automated pool.
Custom-renovated with
contemporary flair by The Tempo
Group, the project took six months to
complete and was designed within the
home’s 1915 footprint.
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The original front facade was retained
including the house name of Southwold
that sits proudly above the entrance.
Inside, the project team acknowledged
the home’s heritage by incorporating
architectural features of the time, but
with a modern interpretation. These
include three gas fireplaces in original
fireplace shells; high skirting boards;
and window panels above the doors.
An original, exposed-brick wall along
the staircase brings a sense of warmth
and history inside. It also complements
the colouring of the oak floors, while
creating textural interest.
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Designed to maximise natural light,
the home has soaring 3.5m-high ceilings,
expansive windows, clean lines and
high-end finishes.
The kitchen is highly functional and
includes stone benchtops and two-pack
joinery, a Zip tap and Vintec wine fridge,
Miele appliances, and an integrated
double fridge and dishwasher.
It has three generous bedrooms
including two mains — one upstairs
with a private balcony and one
downstairs with a bay window and leafy
outlook. Both have fully-fitted walk-in
wardrobes and day-spa-style ensuites.

The third bedroom has a built-in desk
and access to a lavish dual-entry
bathroom with underfloor heating, twin
vanity, matt-black fittings, dual
showerheads and a freestanding bath.
Other highlights include multiple
living areas, extensive storage, a
laundry and powder room beneath the
stairs, a study nook with Juliet balcony,
smart-wiring, intercom and zoned
ducted heating and airconditioning.
In a highly sought-after area, the
home has a lifestyle edge with trams and
some of Melbourne’s best eateries on its
doorstep, and St Kilda foreshore beyond.
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Details
Private sale: closing Thursday,
February 22, 5pm
Inspect: Contact agent
Price guide:
$3.2 million to $3.5 million
Agent: Kay & Burton South Yarra
Contact:
Michael Armstrong 0407 063 263;
John Angelopoulos 0450 311 260

One of the most spectacular
renovations to ever be offered in St
Kilda in one of the best lifestyle
locations – a very special property
MICHAEL ARMSTRONG, KAY & BURTON SOUTH YARRA
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